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THE GRAMPIANS

Like a land that time forgot. In the Grampians you 
can still escape the crowds and have the classics, 
if not the whole cliff, to yourself. Set in an iconic 
bushland, the Grampians is a jagged mountain 
range nearly 90-kilometres long.

Home to the world-famous Taipan Wall – with its 
impeccable orange and grey streaked sandstone 
– plus hundreds of other cliffs. It is steeped in a 
wonderful history of traditional climbing, while 
later generations have added a wealth of world-
class sport climbing and bouldering to the area.  
It has something for everyone and is a must for all.

Adam Demmert

 I Nathan Hoette, pitch two Space Odyssey (27), The Lost World.
 Y Monique Forestier, Daedalus (29). Taipan Wall.
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Climbers describe routes outside of the Grampians as having 
Gallery-like pockets, Mulinesque scoops, Millennium run-outs or Eureka 
streaks. However their routes are poor imitations, reproductions, fakes. 
The real deals hide away in the deep south. A land of flame red rock, hair 
triggered marsupials and a hundred scattered guidebooks. But you have 
to be keen to be a Grampians purveyor of fine Victorian rock, especially 
in winter. 

On one wet trip I spent five hours driving and three quarters of an hour 
of cardio bushwalking to arrive breathless at the sodden Gallery. A small 
heavy-set cloud sat trapped under the lip of the cave. The weather 
report should have read “pointless”. Ignoring the warm up waterfall 
I opted for the project. Stashing some rags to dry out the pockets in 
my own pocket I climbed into the first moves. The sound of a snapping 
rubber band ricocheted around the white streaked bowl. My finger is 
blown and so too my weekend. Walked back down the hill and drove five 
hours back to Melbourne. On another windy trip my down jacket caught 
on a blade of rock and tore asunder, filling the cave with swirling feathers 
and the remains of my body heat. 

The rock can be soft; I’ve watched two friends fall ten metres to the 
ground and walk away. I once tried to be a hero trad climber and 
discovered that I bounce. The bush loves climber’s blood. My shins are 
now reduced to permanent scar tissue. Was I cutting a track or was 
the track cutting me? Then every few years the stick forest is reduced 
to ash and the recognisable becomes foreign and new rock reveals its 
possibilities.

In my Grampians era I went through three cars, eight tyres and four 
kangaroos in my search for the elusive super-crag of the south. I hadn’t 
received the memo that said Steve Monks had found them all twenty 
years ago. But you should see my new crag; it has pockets just like the 
Gallery.

Neil Monteith

 M Steve Monks and Monique Forestier belaying,  
pitch two Bristol Fashion (26), Red Sail.

 I Nalle Hukkataival, What’s an Aging Gigolo to Do (32), Millennium Caves.
 I Julian Saunders, Shattering Reflections of Narcissism (29), Millennium Caves.
 A Jacqui Middleton, Nomads, Saints And Indians (29), Millennium Caves.

 M Malcolm Matheson, Redline (28), The Lost World.
 I Dave Graham, Flower Power (33), Muline Crag.
 A Nathan Hoette, Path of Yin (30), Muline Crag. I Gerhard Deiter, Eye of the Tiger (29), Muline Crag.
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 Y Adam Demmert, Archimedes Principle (25), Eureka Wall.
 I Catherine de Vaus, Twentieth Century Fox (20), Mount Fox.
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It was 1998, and the gobsmacking line of Passport to Insanity 
was calling. Made famous by Nyrie Dodd’s first free ascent and the 
controversy over an elusive message in a bottle, Passport was a route  
I had always dreamed of doing.  

To say that I felt intimidated standing at the base of this outrageously 
exposed climb is a gross understatement: 45 metres of crack, which 
looked like offwidth all the way, capped by the massive downward 
sloping roof!

The first pitch turned out to be not half as bad as it looked, a nice warm 
up. Soon enough, I was perched nervously at the belay with the roof 
towering over me. 

A few moves led me up to the start of the roof. Here, suddenly the 
footholds vanished and the rush of blood in my forearms told me I 
needed to get my skates on. Reaching out as far as I could, I wiggled 
a Friend into the sandy crack, worked in a tenuous jam and, quietly 
shitting myself, launched out into the roof. For a moment, I resisted 

the pull of the void below me. However, after a few more moves I was 
dangling in space like a freshly caught fish. After a bit of jiggery pokery 
I got back on, then picked my way to the lip of the roof. With darkness 
descending and too exhausted for another attempt, I retreated, hoping 
to work out a sequence the following day.

First go the next day, I gritted my teeth and braced for the fight. 
Surprisingly, it all fell into place and I found myself at the jug on the lip, 
with a bomber heel-toe wedged into a pocket, panting wildly. All I had to 
do was pull the final few moves around the lip. When my breathing was 
back under control, I was ready to go, but wait… try as I might, I just 
couldn’t get my foot out of the pocket. Thoughts flash through my mind 
– maybe I could leave my shoe in the pocket and keep climbing without 
it? Maybe I would have to fall off? No, surely, if I had got my foot in 
there, I must be able to get it out. Carefully reversing my foot placement 
I eventually managed to extract it, shoe intact, then continued up. 

It was an unforgettable adventure; a proud and remarkable route in a 
relatively untouched part of the Grampians.

Jill McLeod

 Y Jill McLeod, pitch two Passport to Insanity (20, 27), The Fortress.
 m Malcolm Matheson, pitch two Passport to Insanity.
 2 Adam Demmert and James Scott-Bohanna belaying, pitch three 

Crank Hard, Crank Fast-Cruising (22,19, 21), Mt Rosea.
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My first trip to Bundaleer, I’d been climbing only six months but had 
a fair dose of cocky teenager about me. I got my butt handed to me by 
Blimp; it had me in tears somewhere above the old bolt, slumped onto 
the gear. I had bitten off way more than I could chew with this sustained 
and technical corner. 

Years later, on Dagon’s Temple, I found myself terrified climbing above 
a 3 RP where the crack closes. It’s slabby for a moment, and it was with 
great relief that I wedged myself (and more gear) into the overhanging 
crack at the top. For most people, this is the scene of all the action, but  
I wiggled knees, hips and elbows in and on to glory.

The superfluous stars on the variants can’t dissuade me from the 
real line of Basilisk Direct Finish. 40 metres off the ground, one half 
wedged in a roof crack and the rest dangling uselessly above the void, 
I appreciated that 16s don’t normally go through five-metre roofs. 
Traversing out across Scarab and thrutching up the Minch, both 12s,  
I was relieved to have a few grades up my sleeve.

Who chooses a roof trench for their first 28? In my defence, The 
Ogive has three stars and is inarguably a line. Projecting is always an 
amazing progression of the impossible becoming possible, but this was 
particularly impressive, moving from preposterous to a series of no 
hands rests on knee-bars and funky bridging. The crack closes to seamy 
nonsense at the crux, then unfortunately you actually have to pull on a 
face hold at this point. I was exiting the crack with a foot-bar above my 
head when I lost the foot and tore my shoulder to shreds. If Rob hadn’t 
pulled off the only hold facing the right direction, I’m sure this section 
would be easier! He thoughtfully stashed the hold at the base of the 
route and I looked longingly at what would have been. The Ogive is a 
mind-blowing route.

Dark and imposing, with steep and intimidating lines at all grades, 
Bundaleer is a crag full of character and demanding of character. Despite 
my 25 years of history there, it has seemingly endless attractions and 
challenges. The start of summer is always a countdown – when will it  
be warm enough to go back? 

Wendy Eden

  This spread: all Bundaleer.
 Y James Scott-Bohanna, Flying Circus (21).
 I Andrew Ellemor, Touchstone Pictures (28).
 A Simon Mentz, The Beckoning (26).

 M Mark Gould, Blimp (20).
 I Abby Watkins, Pathos (21).
 A A wallaby and its wanna be a wallaby baby.
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 I Nathan Hoette, Spartacus (33), Sandinista Cliff.
 2 Lee Cossey, Sneaky Snake (33), first ascent, Taipan Wall.
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Taipan – now there’s a name to conjure with in 
the world of climbing…

You’d have to have a heart of stone not to want to 
climb here at least once in your life. Once can be 
dangerous though… once becomes twice and twice 
may rapidly lead to the kind of obsession reminiscent 
of teenage love affairs.

Magic moments of a 90s obsession with Taipan:

Watching the terminator – the sun line – slowly 
approach along the trees below heralding game 
over on a summer’s day; enjoying bumbly terror on 
the Seventh Pillar as the inevitably underqualified 
seconder pumps off the giant traverse; getting coolly 
buzzed at light speed by the amphitheatre peregrines; 
feeling the bone-warming glow of winter sun and 
accompanying 101 flavours of orange sunset late 
in the day; listening to the koalas under Mirage 

making sounds like shagging pigs; trying not to 
overdo it when warming up on the Amazing boulders; 
overdoing it when warming up on the Amazing 
boulders – and not quite making it up the hill…

That final dyno on Serpentine on fading arms; back  
cleaning steep routes with a belayer who has a wicked 
sense of humour about super soft 20-metre catches; 
sharing a rollie in the belay ‘cave’ up on Mr J; bungying 
50 metres from the top to the trees; taking the big 
one off Cardigan Street and managing to keep the 
rope away from your leg; lying down in the warm sand 
exhausted and looking up at a mate climbing their 
heart out; having the wall to yourself yet again; plan 
B days at Spurt when it’s all too hard; frothing over 
some just-bolted project; the pleasure of introducing 
yet another debutante to the delights of Taipan…

One day the ropes were left behind, the boulders 
around Taipan were explored and a new obsession 
began.

Gordon Poultney

  This spread: all Taipan Wall.
 M Brendan Helmrich, World Party (27).
 I Justin Clarke, Groovy (28).

 M David Jones, Feather Boa (28).
 I Chris Sharma, The Groove Train (33).

 I Stuart Wyithe, pitch two Cardigan Street (31, 28).
 A Will Monks, pitch three variant Seventh Pillar (22).
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I had meandered past a few times, eyes glazed, head wobbling, shoulders 
aching. There was nothing to see there, surely. Maybe the odd line, some 
tumbled broken blocs, but nothing to distract me from the majesty to be 
had further down the hill. Oh well, maybe a little poke around, where's 
the harm? I have spent countless days bashing my way around the 
Grampians, searching for new boulders to wrestle. Rough, exhausting 
and dirty days, sometimes resulting in a minor victory, but more often 
than not, abject failure. The far away orange line turns out to be a 
hold-less wave or only waist high. Perhaps you find the perfect boulder, 
only to discover the unmistakeable chalk of some other would be first 
ascensionist. This time, however, I hit the jackpot. I barely made it off  
the path before new problems started to appear, as if by magic.

The area began to take shape, one classic line at a time. Every brushstroke 
on the rock revealed texture or a prized hold, every stolen glance around a 
corner meant a new project in waiting. What a time. The dream that every 
boulderer has: the discovery of a new area; a new mecca in the making. I 
sat at work, staring vacantly out the window, painfully awaiting the end of 
the day, wanting desperately to feel the texture of Grampians stone in my 
gnarled little hands. Freedom! Into the car and out to the crag, sometimes 
with friends, but more often than not, alone. Content to share the beauty 
of the experience with no one. Only the soaring eagles, gliding effortlessly 
on the thermals above to keep me company.

The Grampians had offered up another classic for the taking and I was 
going to milk it; so many lines, every grade and every style; steep and 
hard, high and delicate – for me, perfection. Climbing on some of the best 
rock that this planet has to offer, in an indescribably beautiful setting, high 
above the valley floor. The Bleachers were born.

I still go there as often as I can, and when I'm not there I obsess about 
the moves and the features. And like any overly protective parent, I worry 
about it when I'm not around, hoping those who visit show the same love 
and care that this amazing area deserves.

Simon Weill

 Y James Kassay, Mana (V13), Project Wall, Mount Stapylton.
 U Christina Bedard, Ground Control Caves, Mount Stapylton.
 I Nalle Hukkataival, Knowing is Half the Battle (V11), first ascent, Buandik.

 M Ethan Pringle, The Wheel of Life (V16), Hollow Mountain Cave.
 I Dave Kellermann, The Outsider (V11), first ascent, Mt Fox.

 M Dave Graham, Right Thurr (V13), Buandik. After dark; good conditions.
 I Dave Kellermann, The Golden Child (V8+), Red Rock Pinnacles.


